
WATCH: England Football Team Kneels at World Cup While U.S. Team Remains
Standing

Description

And they failed to beat America at “soccer”

As they said they would, the England football team all took a knee prior to kicking off in a World 
Cup match against the U.S. Men’s National Team in Qatar. Several commenters noted that the 
U.S. team remained standing.

The England management team promised last week that players would get on their knees in a general
non-specific “inclusion” gesture, despite the fact that taking the knee is directly related to the Black
Lives Matter movement and the death of George Floyd.

England, supposedly one of the favourites to win the tournament, then failed to beat the USA in the
match as it ended 0-0.

What are they even kneeling for at this point? Nobody can even specifically say. The USA
isn't even kneeling, and that's how it all started. It's just really odd.

— Paul Joseph Watson (@PrisonPlanet) November 26, 2022

The England team also intended to wear LGBT ‘one love’ armbands in protest of both Qatar and Iran’s
treatment of gay people, but were told no by FIFA, football’s governing body.

They became the latest high profile team to not score a victory after choosing to concentrate on virtue
signalling, rather than purely on the game:
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https://twitter.com/PrisonPlanet/status/1596297735820677120?ref_src=twsrc^tfw


Amazing.

England ‘take the knee’ for BLM,

And USA players look on, where the movement started, to say ‘WTF are you lot doing?!’ ?

Wave your virtue signal lads… no one is seeing through it, honestly ….

— Rebecca Jane (@LadyDetectives1) November 25, 2022

Ever seen anything more ridiculous?
George Floyd, violent career criminal was killed by a rogue cop in the USA. Taking the knee
begins.
Several years later, England about to kick off against the USA. 
Not a single USA player kneels.
Every English woke warrior takes the knee? ? pic.twitter.com/6yD4OfILWi

— The Philosopher's Monkey (@Dunnylad1) November 25, 2022

Goody,. rainbow armbands. Show we support Gays. 
Take the knee, grovel for BLM.

Play Football.. WHAT ! what's that, oh they'll be home quicker than it takes to find a can of
Bud!

FOR THE FIRST TIME I WILL SAY IT. I AM ASHAMED OF THE ENGLAND TEAM… It's
coming home,very soon

— Ruth (@CupOfEarlGreyT) November 20, 2022
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